used independently from classes and have significance in popularization of Mathematics. Integral part of this package is represented by the basis of papers and forum in which users can publish their papers and exchange experience. In this way, we can have creative cooperation between teachers in enriching teaching praxis.
In this paper, we are going to describe some of the possibilities of Geogebra in creating mathematical-logical games prepared for high school students and upper students of upper grades of the primary school. In order to present precisely these approaches, we are going to show icons of most frequently used commands. Practically, we are going to show examples of creating the following games, brainteasers:
-Problems with matches -Tan gram -Domino Pasians -Mathematical problems at the chess table It has been stated that one of the advantages of Geogebra is that all the papers can be published at the open base Geogebratube in the Internet. It this way, they can be accessible to all students and teachers and all the interested ones in Mathematics and logical problems. At the reference list, there is a web page from Geogebra base in which the examples of these games were given.
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